This course module aims to address the key issues related to Electric vehicles and their Ecosystem. This is an excellent opportunity for researchers, faculty members, students and industry persons to update with the recent trends in Electric vehicles and their Ecosystem. This online course module will provide a convenient platform for interaction, sharing knowledge and information. This course module consist of expert lectures and discussions related to various topics of Electric Vehicles and their Ecosystem. Few of these topics include:

- Advanced machines for Electric vehicles
- On board chargers
- Conductive Battery Charging Systems
- DC Fast charging
- Power control strategies

Schedule: The series of Expert lectures are scheduled for 5 days which is spread in between 14th Feb-4th March 2022. The timing of the lectures will be from 3:30 pm (IST) onwards.

14th Feb, 21st March and 4th March: Dr. Teng Long
15th Feb and 18th Feb: Dr. Richard McMahon
15th Feb: Dr. Santosh K Singh
2nd March: Dr. N.K. Swami Naidu

The Indian Institute of Technology (Banaras Hindu University), Varanasi owes its existence to the founder Mahamana Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviyaji, who created the first comprehensive residential university of India. Since its inception in 1919, the Institute has maintained high academic standard. Presently IIT (BHU) has 18 Departments and Schools, consisting of around 350 Faculty members. The student strength of the Institute is more than 6600 including 4700 undergraduates, 860 Master’s and 1050 PhD scholars. The concepts like Tinkering lab and Exploratory projects motivates the undergraduate students with creativity and new ideas. There are numerous facilities and research centres in the institute including Central Instrument Facility, Design Innovation Centre, Design Innovation Hub, Centre for computing and Information Services, Supercomputing centre, Incubation centre, and IDAPT Hub.
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Registration

Certificate will be given to the Registered Participants

For Registration click on the link below
https://forms.gle/PZMWqf7bbXMzKbB2A

Please Register on or before 13th Feb, 2022

For any Queries please contact:
Dr. Santosh K Singh
Associate Professor
Department of Electrical Engineering
IIT (BHU) Varanasi
Mob: +91-7376938254
sksingh.eee@iitbhu.ac.in
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